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The use of self-lubrlcatlng polymers and polymer composites In space Is
somewhat limited today. In general, they are only used when other methods are
Inadequate. There Is potential, however, for these materials to make a
significant impact on future space missions If properly utilized. Thls paper
surveys some of the different polymers and fillers used to make
self-lubrlcatlng composites. It delves Into the mechanisms of composite
lubrication and wear, the theory behind transfer fllm lubricating mechanisms,
and some factors which affect polymer composlte wear and transfer. In
addition, some of the current space trlbology application areas for
self-lubrlcatlng polymer composites and polymer transfer are mentioned.
INTRODUCTION
Lubrication In space presents most of the problems that are encountered
In terrestrial applications and also some unique problems that are not
encountered there. If at all possible, designers tend to use liquids to
provide lubrication In space. In some Instances though, liquids can not be
utlllzed. For example, they would not be used where contamination by a liquid
Is a problem, at cold temperatures where ]lqulds freeze or become too viscous
to pour_ and at hlgh temperatures where they thermally breakdown. In these
cases, solid lubricants must be employed.
The most common way to utlIIze solid lubricants Is to apply them as films
to metallic surfaces. The solid lubricant can be burnished (rubbed) onto the
surface, vapor deposited by such techniques as sputtering or ion plating, or
Incorporated into a binder system which contains a liquid carrier and then
applied as a film by spraying, dipping, etc. The binder material does not
necessarily have to be a lubricant, its prlnciple purpose is to blnd solid
lubricant particles to the metallic surface after the liquid carrier Is
removed.
Another way to utilize solld lubricants is to make the sliding mechanism
or a component of the mechanism Into a self-lubricatlng composite. A
self-lubricatlng composite Is a material that consists of a reinforcing matrix,
one or more solid lubricant additives, and various other constituents which
are added for blndlng components together, for environmental stabilization,
etc. An example of where a self-lubrlcatlng composite might be used Is in the
cage of a rolllng element bearing.
The most common solid lubricants employed In terrestrial applications are
the layer lattice compounds, graphite and molybdenum dlsulflde and the polymer,
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). Graphite usually is not used for space
applications since It needs absorbed vapor to be a good lubricant. Molybdenum
disulfide on the other hand works much better In the absence of absorbed
vapors, thus it Is a widely used solid lubricant In space. It does have a
couple of problems and those are: its llfe can be shortened If it slides too
long In alr before it is used in vacuum and long time storage can sometimes
induce decomposition to molybdenum oxide.
In general, PTFE works well both in presence of vapors and in a vacuum
environment. However, PTFE also has a problem In that it tends to cold flow
under load and must be Incorporated into some sort of a binder system to keep
It In place. To date, there have not been many other polymer materials widely
utillzed for space applications. However, some recent work by Fusaro (1987),
has Indlcated that some of the polylmlde polymers also possess excellent
lubrlcatlon propertles In a vacuum environment but they must be properly
condltloned flrst. More research needs to be conducted on these materlals
before they wlll become space quallfled, however.
Slnce there Is vast potentlal for the greater use of polymers In space
lubrication, It Is the purpose of thls paper to review the current
understanding of the how's and why's of polymer lubrlcatlon. Thls w111 be
done by looking at the properties of polymers and the environmental factors
that can effect their friction, wear, and transfer performance. Some
different polymers, flllers for polymers, and means of Incorporatlng polymers
or polymer composites Into sliding mechanlsms will be dlscussed. In addltlon,
the paper wlll review the current use of polymers and polymer composites as
space lubricants.
POLYMER STRUCTURE
In order to understand the physical properties of polymers, conslderable
research has been conducted on their molecular structure. Nearly all polymers
used today for lubrication or mechanical purposes are organic polymers. They
consist of very large molecules which contain carbon atoms as the maln
component In their backbone. Polymers tend to grow Into long chains which are
bullt-up of repeating small chemical units called monomers. A polymer can
grow to a molecular weight of several million, depending on polymerization
conditions. The length of the chain can affect the mechanical properties of
the polymer.
Polymers can be classified as being thermoplastics or thermosets.
Thermoplastics have a lack of cross-IInklng between the Iong-chain molecules,
whlle thermosets are highly cross-llnked. Polymers may be also classlfled as
being either amorphous or crystalline; however, even In well-crystallized
polymers, amorphous reglons have been found to exlst. Likewlse, |n amorphous
polymers, crystalllne reglons have been observed. Undoubtedly, the
|nteractlon of these regions, as well as the transformation from one phase to
another, can |nfluence the physlcal propertles of a polymer.
In order to explaln the varlous physlcal properties of polymers, several
models of polymer structure have been proposed. Some of the most promlnent
models are (l) random col|, (2) fringed mlcelle, (3) folded chain, (4)
extended chaln, and the (5) molecular domaln. The model most widely accepted
for crystalline polymers Is the folded chain. It Is based on the fact that
complex aggregates of molecules, called spherulites, exlst throughout the
entlre mass of solid polymers. X-ray dlffraction studles have shown these
spherulltes to be composed of platellke lamellae. These lamellae are
characterized by a rather uniform thickness, of the order of 5 to I00 nm.
Scannlng electron mlcroscopy and x-ray dlffractlon has shown that the lamellae
conslst of regularly folded chalns which are perpendicular to the lamellae
surface, thus the reason for the model has been designated folded-chaln.
Figure 1 gives a schematic representatlon of a polymer which has been
crystalllzed under dlfferent condltlons, and has attalned different degrees of
order (Hoffman, 1966). Folded chalns, extended chains, and the amorphous
nature of the polymer can be seen. If the distance between the folds becomes
greater than 200 nm, the crystal is then deslgnated as an extended chaln
crystal. When no folds are present, the term fully extended-chaln crystal Is
applied.
There are several ways that the extended-chaln crystals can form. They
can be formed from the melt by regulating crystalllzatlon cond_tlons, they can
be formed in a polymer solld by anneallng it at temperatures above the
crystalllzatlon temperature, or they can be formed by applying a mechanlcal
stress to a polymer so as to induce chaln unfoldlng.
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Two models for chain unfolding by mechanical deformation of lamellae have
been proposed (see references in Fusaro, 1975). The first proposes that, by
plastic deformation, the chains simply unfold In the direction of the applied
force. The second proposes that, by shearing deformation, the chains
gradually become tilted by twisting and slipplng and thus become progresslvely
oriented in the direction of the force. Nhlchever the case, it appears that
the extended chain structure is the preferred structure when low friction and
wear are desired. For a detalled list of references on polymer structure see
Fusaro, 1975.
SELF-LUBRICATING POLYMER COMPOSITES
There are several reasons for adding other materlals to polymers to make
composites. One reason is to increase the polymer's load carrying capacity.
Fibers or particulates can be used to accomplish thls. In general, fiber
composites tend to have better load carrying capacity than particulate
composites.
A second reason for making a composite, is to Include lubricating
additives to help lower the friction coefficient and the wear rate. One must
be careful wlth these additives though, since they can also lower the load
carrying capabillty because of the lubricating additives easy sllp planes.
This Is true especially when partlculate lubricating additives are used. When
higher load carrying capacity and good lubrication are desired, composites are
often formulated using both relnforclng flbers and lubrIcatlng particulate
additives, or sometimes with a combination of nonlubricatlng and lubricating
fibers. Fibers can be chopped into short pieces and randomly dispersed
throughout the polymer matrix or continuous Fibers can be used to form two- or
three-dlmenslonal mats whlch are then fI11ed with the polymer.
A third reason for additlves Is to increase the composite's thermal
conductivity. Polymers in general are not good thermal conductors, thus to
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reduce the heat bulld-up In slldlng contacts, a thermally conductlve materlal
may be added.
Some posslble polymers and add|rives commonly Incorporated Into the
maklng of polymer composltes as given by The CRC Handbook of Lubrication
(Booser, 1984) are listed In Table I. Polymers are classifled as
thermoplastlcs or as thermosets. Addltlves are classified as relnforcement,
friction and wear reduclng, or thermal conductlng.
Some particulate additives, such as graphite, are classlfled both as
frlct|on and wear reducing and as thermal conducting additives, but one would
not want to use graphite as a frlctlon and wear reduclng additive for space
applications since graphite needs absorbed vapors to be a good lubrlcant.
Slm|larly, |n alr, graphite (carbon) fibers work very well to lower the
frlct|on and wear characteristics and to increase the load carrying
capability; but one would not want to use these fibers In vacuum for
lubrlcatlon purposes because of the absorbed vapor need. Some polymer
composites and where they are used in space appllcatlons are listed In Table 2.
MECHANISMS OF POLYMER COMPOSITE LUBRICATION AND WEAR
In order for a solld body polymer or polymer composite to provlde
lubrlcatlon, it must be able to support the dynamlc stresses induced by the
applled load and the tangentlal friction stresses. If the polymer/polymer
composite can not support these stresses, It wi11 wear rapidly (plastlcally
deform, brlttlely fracture, etc.). In some cases, this wlll cause
catastrophic fallure. In other cases, the composite may wear rapidly only
until the contact area Increases to the point where the polymer wlll support
the decreased dynamlc stresses and then transformation to a milder form of
wear wlll occur. Stress Is probably the most Important parameter to consider
wlth self-lubrlcatlng composites, a part must be designed so that the
self-lubrlcatlng composite wlll be able to support the dynamlc stress of
slldlng.
In the cases where a polymer or polymer composite has adequate load
carrying capabllity, different types of wear can occur dependlng on the
polymer and additives used and the condltlons of slldlng. It has been
observed by this author that in order to provide the best lubrlcatlon, some
sort of a "shear layer" must develop between the slidlng surfaces. Thls shear
layer is necessary to reduce the adhesive and the "plowing" interactlons that
takes place between relatlvely moving surfaces. In additlon to reducing
frlctlon, this layer can also reduce the stresses In bulk of the polymer
body. In general, It has been observed that the thlnner the shear layer the
better.
Some polymer materlals have the ability to form a shear layer on their
own. PTFE chalns can be drawn out on the surface to form an extended chain
type of crystal structure which Is conducive to low shear and thus low
friction (Pooley and Tabor, 1972). However, bulk PTFE does not have good load
carrying capability and thus in order to achleve long 11fe, PTFE must be
incorporated into a composite, both as a solid body and as a coatlng or fllm.
Some polylmldes (a class of long chain polymers wlth repeatlng Imlde
groups as an Integral part of the chain) also have the ab111ty to form this
thln shear layer at the surface but can only do so under vacuum conditions or
at temperatures above lO0 °C In air (Fusaro, 1978 and Ig88). The reason
appears to be that water molecules can hydrogen bond to the polymer chains and
Inhiblt their ablllty to be drawn out on the surface into an extended chain
molecule. Hhen run under vacuum conditions or at high temperatures, friction
coefficients of less than 0.02 have been obtained with these poiylmides and
the wear rates have been extremely low <Fusaro, 1988). Figure 2 shows a
have been extremely low (Fusaro, 1988). Figure 2 shows a polyimlde wear
surface evaluated at 150 °C which shows a very thin surface layer (<l pm) in
the process of spalllng (Fusaro, 1978). Most of the surface is very smooth
and featureless, but with repeated passes localized areas, such as that shown
can debond from the surface.
The advantage of the polylmldes over PTFE is that the load carrying
capability remains very high even though the friction drops to very low
values. Thus, additives are often not necessary, especially for space
applications. A problem with polylmlde is that it is llke a sponge in alr and
absorbs copious amounts of water vapor. The absorbed water vapor tends to
cause the polylmides to give higher friction coefficient values. Merely
putting the polylmlde in vacuum does not remove the water vapor. The water
has to be driven out by heating in vacuum or the high friction (a frIctlon
coefficient of 0.2 or higher occurs with absorbed water) must be endured until
the surface layer containing the water is worn away. Currently it is not
known how thick this water containing layer is or how much water vapor Is
involved. This Is an area is for research If polylmide Is to become a vlable
lubricant in space.
Figure 3 (Fusaro, 1988) plots the friction coefflclent as a function of
sliding distance In air and In vacuum for a commerclally available polylmide
(Vespel SP ]). In air, the friction coefficient starts out at about 0.20 and
Increases to an average value of about 0.47. In vacuum, the friction also
starts off at 0.20 but eventually decreases to a value less than 0.02 after
40 kc of sliding. At lO0 rpm, thls represents 400 mln of sliding time to wear
away the absorbed moisture layer, and obtaln low frlctlon.
UHMWPE (Ultra-Hlgh-Molecular-Welght-Polyethylene) is another polymer
which possesses good load carrying capability and can shear on the surface vla
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a very thin shear layer. However, UHMWPEdoes not have good hlgh temperature
stability (begins to melt at I01 °C). It does have excellent potential for
lower temperature use, however. The material Is the prevalent material used
in artlflclal hip joints today. The author is not aware of many (if any)
applications where It is currently used In space.
The quality of the shear layer formed determines howwell the composite
will provlde lubrication. In order for it to endure it must remain bonded to
the bulk of the polymer and it must have a quality whlch the author has
designated "flowlng Into itself," i.e., as the counterface passes over the
layer, molecules In the layer move, but they slide over one another in such
manner that no apparent differences In the layer occurs. Failure of the layer
can occur by fatigue (debondlng) of a small area of the layer from the bulk or
by the gradual flow of a small portion of the layer out of the contact area.
Usually the formation of this lubricative surface layer promotes the
formation of a transfer film to the counterface. As long as the transferred
layer remains thln, shear will elther take place within or between the two
layers. If the transfer tends to bulld-up Into too thick a layer, there Is a
tendency for higher adhesive forces and localized stresses to occur which can
increase the friction and cause the wear processes at the surface of the
composite to change i Instead of the shear within the layer, larger wear
particles are produced at the surface of the composite and more severe wear
Occurs.
Figure 4 shows photomicrographs of a metallic counterface pin which s11d
against an UHMWPE polymer dlsk at two dlfferent speeds (Fusaro, 1982). At
slow speeds, ridges of heavy transfer occurred. The ridges tended to cause
1ocallzed wear (grooves) on the polymer disk surface and erratic frlctlon. At
faster speeds, the polymer did not form these ridges, the transfer tended to
be thln and contlnuous. Thls resulted In a very smooth polymer surface wear
surface and less erratic friction.
Sometimes It Is necessary to "run in" a polymer/composite under a lower
load to first establish the shear layer or transfer film layer. Once a layer
Is established, the bulk materla] w111 be able to support a higher unlt load
due to the lower tangential contrlbutlon of the sliding component of stress.
TRANSFER FILM LUBRICATING MECHANISMS
In the Iubricatlon mechanism mentioned above, shear takes place wlthln:
the shear layer on the surface of the polymer/polymer composite, the transfer
fllm on the counterface, or between the two. A mechanism Involving a double
transfer lubricating f|lm has been devised to lubricate ball bearings. In
thls mechanism, the cage of the ball bearing Is made out of the polymer
composite material; the rest of the bearing Is made of metal. The assumption
behind thls lubrication process Is that the cage transfers material to the
balls, whlch In turn transfers material to the inner and outer races. Figure 5
shows a sketch of how thls transfer film mechanism operates.
Kannel and Dufrane, 1986 have studied the effect of load In an ambient
alr atmosphere on the double transfer of a PTFE composite (Rulon-A and
5 percent MoS 2) In a device like that shown In Fig. 6. They found as the load
(contact stress) between the ball and the rlng (race) was Increased, the
roughness of the wear track decreased slightly. They also found at a mean
stress level of 1.38 GPa the transfer film was insufficient to prevent
roughening of the surfaces (Fig. 7). Their experlments Imply that there is a
IImltlng stress for effective transfer film lubrication wlth PTFE composltes,
at least In an alr envlronment.
Because of the load llmitatlons, thls double transfer film lubrication
process ordlnarIly has only been used to lubricate lightly loaded, low speed
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ball bearings. However, it has also been used to lubricate the bearings of
the Space Shuttle Main Engines (SSME)turbopumps, where it has been only
minimally successful. This will be discussed in more detail later In the
paper.
ADVANTAGESANDDISADVANTAGESOF POLYMERSIN A SPACE
Someof the advantages of using self-lubrlcatlng polymer composites in a
space environment are low outgasslng, no llquld lubricants needed thus low
contamination potential, relatively low coefficient of friction, llghtwelght,
low cost and simplicity of design. Some disadvantages are high coefficient of
thermal expansion, lower load capacity, higher wear rates than liquid
lubrication metals, llmlted dimensional stability due to thermal growth, and
poor thermal conductivity.
FACTORS AFFECTING POLYMER COMPOSITE WEAR AND TRANSFER
Load/Stress
As mentioned previously, In order for a polymer composite to function as
a solid body lubricant It must be able to support the load and the tangential
stresses Induced by sliding. It has been observed that there are two regimes
of polymer film wear and composite wear dependent on load/stress (Fusaro,
lg82). Some might call these regl_es mild and severe wear. Essentially low
loads lead to mild wear but hlgh loads can cause severe wear. The severe wear
regime Is characterized by brittle fracture or severe plastic deformation.
The mlld wear reglme Is characterized by the formation of the "shear layer" at
the composite surface, the formation of a thin transfer fllm and a
delamlnatlon type of wear process of the shear layer.
Figure B shows photomicrographs which illustrate the two wear processes.
Shown Is a polymlde-bonded graphite fluoride film (0.0025 cm thick) which was
able to support the load and act like a solid body. Mild wear was
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characterized by the spallation of very thln surface layers (<] pmthick),
while severe wear was characterized by brlttle fracture of the surface l to
6 Nmdeep. The depth of brittle fracture was dependent on load, area of
contact and the build-up of thick transfer films.
In the mild wear regime, wear rate (wear per unit sliding distance) was
found to increase linearly as a function of increasing load. While In the
severe wear regime, wear rate was found to increase exponentially as a function
of load and could at somepoint even be catastrophic.
Contact Area
Contact area is important from two points of view. First, the contact
area will determine the projected contact stress. If the load can not be
reduced, one way of reducing the contact stress is to increase the projected
contact area, th|s lowers the stress and promotes sliding In the mild regime
of wear. Figure 9 plots polymlde-bonded graphite fluoride film wear rate as a
function of sliding duration for four different counterface contact areas
sliding against the f|lm under constant load. The figure shows that as
contact area increased (and the resulting stresses decreased) the wear
decreases (Fusaro, 1982). However, a larger contact area and lower stresses
can cause other problems as mentioned below.
The second effect of contact area Is on transfer film formation. The
contact area can affect the amount and type of transfer taklng place. As
mentioned previously what is desired is a very thin "plastically flowing"
transfer film. If the area of contact becomes too large, instead of the
transfer flowing across the metallic counterface surface, It will have a
tendency to build up and form ridges which can cause high localized stresses
and higher adheslon (Fig. 4(a)). Thls will lead to higher frlctlon and severe




The s11dlng speed can have a couple of effects on polymer composltes.
First, hlgh slld|ng speeds can produce high temperatures due to frictional
heating. Thls may cause the polymer or the polymer composite additives to
degrade. However, In some cases higher temperatures mlght be beneficial to
the lubr|catlng process. It could help drive out absorbed water vapor or
Increase the temperature above some molecular relaxation temperature which in
turn could prov|de greater mobility to the polymer molecules, this wlll be
discussed later in the paper.
Second, polymers are composed of molecular chalns. In order to develop a
surface shear f11m and a transfer f11m, the molecular chains must have tlme to
reorient. If one s11des too fast over these unoriented chains, Instead of
reorienting they will fracture, leading to the production of large wear
particles and high wear. Thus, it is Important to appropriately choose the
slIdlng speed for each particular polymer to ensure the best results.
Absorbed Gases/Vapors
Solld lubricants are very sensitive to the atmosphere In which they are
slid. Graphite needs absorbed gases or vapors to make it a good lubrlcant;
whlle molybdenum disulfide functlons much better In absence of absorbed gases
or vapors, which makes It an excellent lubricant _n vacuum. Polymer composites
can be even more affected by the atmosphere In which they slide. This Is
partly because they may contain solid lubrlcant additives that are sensltlve
to atmospheric vapors and also because they themselves can be affected by
atmospheric vapors.
PFTE seems to be best In thls regard, it Is not highly affected by
atmospherlc conditions. But polyim_des, polyamldes, epoxles, and In general
any polymer which has a free hydrogen bond In Its structure are hlghly affected
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by absorbed vapors, especially water vapor. It is postulated that the water,
which hydrogen bonds to the polymer chains, restricts the molecules abllity to
flow on the surface to Form an extended chain crystal structure: and
consequently the thin lubricating surface layer does not Form. Thus, these
types of polymers, especially the polylmides, tend to lubricate much better In
a vacuum (Fusaro, 1988).
Counterface Topography
The material counterface that slides aga|nst a polymer composlte Is very
important in determining the friction and wear characterlstlcs of that
composite. For example, If the counterface is too rough, It can abrade the
composite and not a11ow a shear film or transfer film to form. The effect of
counterface materlal type and surface roughness on the wear rate (Fig. lO) and
frlctlon coeffIclent (Fig. ll) of graphite-fiber-reinforced polyimlde
composites slid_ng agalnst dlfferent materlals with different surface
roughnesses was studied by Fusaro, 1986.
All the materials, except the glass and vita111um, were glven surface
finlshes using the same procedure. A wide variety of surface roughnesses were
obtained. It was evident that to obtain a very smooth surface with a glven
material that a speclflc surface treatment needs to be developed for a
particular material. Thus, from thls study, it could not be ascertained
whether or not the material type had an effect on the frictlon and wear
properties. The study did demonstrate that the smoother the counterface, the
lower the wear rate.
In addltlon, it was found that there are some factors to watch out for.
A root mean square (rms) or a centerl|ne average (CLA) low value of roughness
does not always mean the surfaces are smooth. It was found that over-polishing
the 440C HT stalnless steel tended to pollsh away the softer matrix material
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of the metal and left hard carbide particles protrudlng above the surface.
Whenthe polymer composite slld against thls surface it was severely abraded.
Figure 12 shows a photomicrograph of this metallic surface with polymer
composite wear debris around the carblde particles. Thls illustrates that it
is important to consider the complete topography of the surface rather than
Just a numerical value of surface roughness.
Surface finish or material type did not Inltially affect the friction
coefficient. Friction tended to start out at the samevalue; but as sliding
distance increased, transfer characteristics changedand so did the friction
coefficients. The best results were obtained with pyrex glass which was the
smoothest surface and produced extremely thin transfer films. It should be
po|nted out that these tests were done in alr and equivalent results may not
occur In vacuum for thls composite material since graphite Is involved, but It
is believed the baslc principles about surface roughness and transfer do apply.
Cleanliness
Cleanllness is an extremely important parameter In dealing wlth polymer
composites. As mentloned prevlously, absorbed gases and vapors can affect
polymer frlctlon and wear, likewise adsorbed liquids can have slmllar
deleterious effects. Dirt can even have more disastrous effects. Dirt can
embed into the surface of the composite and turn It Into and abrasive material
instead of a lubricant. Flgure 13 shows a photomicrograph of a small hard
Incluslon whlch got Imbedded into an UHMWPE polymer solld (Fusaro, 19B2). The
partlcle acted llke an abraslve and wore a groove In the 440C stainless steel
(Rockwell C-60) counterface.
Temperature and Molecular Relaxations
Most polymers possess molecular relaxations, i.e., at certaln
temperatures various molecular segments are freed up and given the capability
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for movement. For example, the glass transition temperature Is the temperature
above which the movementof the maln chain In the polymer obtains Its greatest
degree of freedom (or conversely the temperature below which the motion Is
frozen) and thus the polymer obtains a great deal of plastlclty above thls
temperature. Other relaxations can occur at lower temperatures In polymers
which relate to movements of molecular segments, side chains, etc. These
movements or restrictions of movements can seriously affect the trlbologlcal
properties of a polymer. They can restrict small movement In the chains which
can restrlct the formation of the thln "shear layer."
One method for determining the temperatures at which relaxatlons occur In
polymers Is a technique called torsional brald analysis (TBA). Fusaro, 1975
attempted to correlate the relaxations as determined by TBA techniques to the
friction properties of a commerclally available polylmlde (PI 4701). The
results of that study are shown In Fig. 14 where the logarithmic decrement as
determined by TBA and friction coefficient are plotted as a function of
sliding distance. Essentlally four TBA relaxation peaks were found. The most
pronounced peak was the peak which correlated to the glass transition
temperature. When the friction coefficient values were compared to these
peaks, It was found that there was a blg frlctlon change correlating to a
_-peak (the glass transltion temperature) and one correlatlng to the B-H20
peak (due to absorbed water vapor). It was Interesting that heating the
polylmlde to 500 °C In dry argon Increased the glass transition temperature to
500 °C and decreased the friction coefficient In thls temperature region (300
to 500 °C) also. Later studies have shown that if the absorbed water vapor
can be removed from thls polylmlde, low frictlon coefficients can also be
obtained below 50 °C (Fusaro, 1988).
Another example of molecular relaxation effects occurs wlth PTFE. PTFE
has a couple of relaxations that occur below amblent temperature. It Is known
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that at lower temperatures, the friction and wear properties of PTFE are not
as exceptional as they are at or above ambient (~25 °C) temperature. The most
likely cause of decreased friction and wear properties is the restrlctlon of
motion of molecular segments of the PTFE chain.
In addition to relaxation effects which occur at various temperatures In
polymers, temperature can effect the lubricating properties of the additives
In polymer composites. Additives might desorb gases at certain temperatures
or even decompose. Temperature can also affect the bonding between the
additives and the polymer matrix. These are some of the ways that temperature
can effect polymer composite friction and wear. Very few polymer materials,
If any, have friction and wear properties Independent of temperature.
Radiation
The kinds of radiation In space can be categorized Into electromagnetic
radiation and particulate radiation. Electromagnetic radiation Includes
Infrared, v|slble, ultraviolet, x-rays and gamma rays. Particulate radiation
includes cosmic rays, trapped electrons and protons, and solar flares.
The Intensity of electromagnetic radiation varies Inversely as the
distance from the sun. At the Earth's distance from the sun, 50 percent of
the energy lles in the infrared and radio frequency regions, 40 percent In the
visible region, and lO percent In the ultraviolet and x-ray regions. Of these
radiations ultraviolet and x-rays can do the most damage to polymers. Such
radiation can result In the Ionization of many materials and can excite
electrons to a high energy state resulting in excited molecules. Absorptlon
of ultravlolet radiation In organic polymers can lead to cross-llnklng, chain
sclssion, or random breaking of other bonds. Infrared radiation can thermally
degrade a polymer and degradation could be accelerated by the combined effects
of the above.
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Particulate radiation comesfrom the sun, deep space, and the Van A11en
radiation belts. The primary effects on materlals From partlculate radiation
are those of ionization and dlsplacement. Ionlzation can occur from gamma
rays, electrons, and protons. Displacement occurs only for protons. Polymers
exposed to particulate radiation can experience chain sclsslon, polymerizatlon
and cross-IInklng. In general, aromatic groups In the side chalns of a
polymer Increase stabillty to Ionizing radiation whlle aromatic groups in the
maln chain decrease this stability (F1om 1966).
Current data on ultravollet and other radiation exposures of materials Is
11mlted to one year and only for a minimum number of materials. Lubricant
changes on exposure to thls environment have not been adequately assessed, but
wlll certalnly be an important factor for polymer self-lubrlcatlng composites
exposed to thls environment (Leger 1987).
Atomic Oxygen
Atomic oxygen, the major constltuent In a low Earth orblt environment,
has just recently been recognized as being an Important consideration In the
design of 1ong-llved spacecraft (Leger 1987). Experiments on two shuttle
missions STS-5 and STS-8 provide essentlally all of the quantitative data to
date. Carbon, silver, and osmium have been found to react quickly enough to
produce macroscopic changes In the structure. Carbon reacts to Form volatile
oxides. Silver forms heavy oxide layers which result In the loss of materlal
by flaking and spallatlon. Because of this, one would probably not want to
use these materlals In polymer composites exposed to atomic oxygen.
Polymers such as epoxies, polyurethanes, and polylmldes were also found
to be reactlve wlth atomic oxygen. The reaction efficiency did not seem to be
strongly dependent on chemical structure, however. Some representative
reaction efflclencIes are shown In Table 3. The efflclencles are expressed as
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the volume of material lost per Incident oxygen atom. The data indicates the
use of self-lubrlcatlng polymers and their additives for long duration use in
space needs to be examined very closely If the polymer Is to undergo long
duratlon exposure to atomic oxygen.
POLYMERCOMPOSITESPACETRIBOLOGYAPPLICATIONS
Gears
In general, polymer composltes gears current]y are only considered for
use In light load, precision space applications. The composites gears are run
dry against stainless steel or against anodized aluminum alloys. For gears,
there is a need for stiffness and hardness as well as for low friction and
wear. Thls llmlts the choice of composites. For example, PTFE must be
heavily reinforced to be usable as a gear material. Other polymers considered
for gears are polylmides, polyamides (nylons), polyamlde-lmldes, and
polyacetals. Glass fibers are used for reinforcement, and MoS 2 is often added
to lower the friction coefficient. On occasion a polyimlde wlth MoS 2 powder
additive has been used to make gears for use In space. Th|s material Is easy
to machine and very good surface finishes can be obtained, thus It has been
found suitable for flne-pltch gears.
Another material that seems to be well suited for gears _s a high
pressure laminate of cotton fabric and a phenolic polymer. This material has
been found to be particularly tough and resilient when used to make gears. A
problem with It though is that it must be machined from sheet and thus the
surface quality is not as good as desired (Steven 1983). The tribologlcal
behavior of some plastlc gears as determined by Steven, 1983, are shown in
Table 4.
Good results have been reported by the European Space Trlbology Lab
(ESTL) for both polylmlde and polyacetal lightly loaded gears running against
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stalnless steel, tltanlum, or alumlnum (Todd 1983). Their work indicates that
polylmlde gives the lowest wear rate of all polymers they tested. They also
demonstrated that by Incorporating carbon fibers into the polyacetal polymer,
lower wear rates could be obtained as compared to the next polymer; the wear
rate was stlll not as low as that obtained with polylmlde, however. They also
indicate that the maximum load for these materlals should be limited to 10 N/mm
tooth width.
Slow Speed Osclllatory or Rotary Motion Ball Bearings
Spacecraft have many components where the surfaces either osclllate or
rotate slowly. Typical applications involve bearings which support scanning
mirrors, extendable booms, tachometer shafts, despin satellltes, etc.
Osclllatory motlon is that motlon in whlch a shaft turns In one angular
direction and then returns over the same arc on either a perlodlc or
Intermlttent basls. For boom rotations the angular velocltles are generally
slow (<6°/sec) and equal In both dlrectlons. For scanning mlrrors the
rotatlon in one dlrectlon is usually very slow (<2°/sec) followed by a rapid
return (<60°/see).
Vest (1963) evaluated a composite consisting of PTFE + MoS2 + glass
fibers as a retainer material for osclllatlng bearings and found the bearings
were stlll in good condltlon after lO 000 hr (IxlO 6 cycles) of testing. He
also evaluated them at lO0 rpm under full clrcular motion and found the
bearings also to be in reasonably good shape after 12 600 hr (?.6xi07 cycles).
Both tests used a 7 N (I-I/2 Ib) radlal load. Increasing the load to 23 N
(5 Ib) in the unldlrectlonal test produced conslderably more wear debris over
the same running period as the ? N loaded bearing and bearing surfaces were
rated as poor, indicating the load carrying capacity of the bearing had been
exceeded.
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Christy, 1982 has reported that somePTFE-MoS2 composite cages, which are
used In glmbal bal] bearings that dither over a 4° rotation angle, have
produced transfer to the balls In the form of lumps. Whenthese gimbals have
to slew In 50° steps, this transfer produces hlgh torque peaks. Thls polnts
out the Importance of using cage materials that produce uniform transfer films.
The EuropeanSpace Agency (ESA) has been using thls self-lubrlcatlng
composite (PTFE/glass flbers/MoS 2) for manyyears wlth muchsuccess as a cage
materlaI In small, lightly loaded, slow speed rotary motlon ball bearlngs
(Brlscoe and Todd 1983). They have determined that thls composite performs
wel] as long as the Hertzlan contact stress does not exceed 1200MN/m2 at
20 °C. They have tried the composite without MoS2, but flnd It works better
with the MoS2 additive. The MoS2 appears to prevent the transfer from
becoming too thick. As mentioned prevlous]y, thick transfer (especially
lumpy) produces erratic torque. As Vest found, the failure In these tests was
assoclated wlth the wearlng-out of the cage, creating large quantities of
debris.
Table 5 comparessometorque results from bearing tests using metallic
cages coated with sputtered MoS2 or Ion-plated lead, and for PTFE-composite
cages (Briscoe and Todd, 1983). The sputtered MoS2 bearing failed between 0.7
to 3.6x10+6 revolutions but provided low torque noise. The Ion-plated lead
cage and PTFE-compositecage provided approximately equlvalent results except
that the torque was slightly steadier and the peak-to-peak torque (noise) was
greater for Ion-plated lead.
Roberts (1986), has comparedthe torque properties of ion-plated lead
cages, PTFE-composltecages and PTFE-compositecages which were sputtered wlth
MoS2. Figure 15 summarizedthe resu|ts of that work. Plotted here are
typical "torque bands" for 20 mmbore angular-contact ball bearlngs lubrlcated
wlth each of te above mentioned lubricants. The values represent ambient
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temperature tests on bearings axially loaded to 40 N and rotated at speeds up
to 200 rpm In hlgh vacuum. Torque values were presented In bands since
performance has been observed to vary From component to component. The figure
Indicates that the sputtered MoS 2 film dramatically lowered the torque and
torque noise for the PTFE-composlte cage under these test conditions.
Cryogenic Ball Bearings
There are many current and future space mlsslons which will require
Instruments that must be cooled to cryogenic temperatures. These include
infrared detectors, superconducting devices and several telescopes (infrared,
x-ray, gamma-ray and hlgh energy) (Gould and Roberts, 1989). In addition,
hlgh speed turbopumps, llke those used on the Space Shuttle Maln Engines
(SSME) operate wlth the cryogen passing directly through the bearings. Olls
and greases solidify at these temperatures, therefore the only viable
alternative Is solld lubrication.
NASA has been Interested In developing self-lubrlcatlng composite
materials for cryogenic applications since the late 1950's/early 1960's
(Wlsander, 1959 and 1961). In addition, NASA has spent conslderable effort at
the same time developing the bearing technology necessary for utilizing these
self-lubrIcatlng composite materials In a cryogenic environment (Sclbbe and
Anderson, 1962; Cunnlngham and Anderson, 1965; Brewe, 1966; Zaretsky, 1967;
Sclbbe, 1968).
Ball bearings used In 11quid cryogen turbopumps have several basic
material and deslgn requirements. Among them are the selection of: (l) the
ball-race material, (2) the self-Iubrlcatlng cage material (that provides
lubricant to the load carrying surfaces by a transfer mechanism and that
provides a long wear ]Ire), (3) a cage design that has adequate strength and
sufficient clearances at cryogenic temperatures, and (4) the Internal design
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and geometric factors that minimize heat generation wlth the bearing due to
ball spln.
The work In the 1950's and 1960's to address the above requirements was
conducted at NASALewis Research Center over a lO year period. Ball bearing
internal design for minimumheat generation was obtained from an experimental
program where the bearings were operated at hlgh speeds submergedIn a liquid
hydrogen bath (Sclbbe and Anderson, 1962). The cage material and design
Informatlon was obtained from an experimental bearing program run In 33 K
gasous hydrogen (Brewe 1962, Zaretsky 1967). These tests were run In gasous
hydrogen because It was felt that this would subject the bearings to a more
severe operating condition than liquid hydrogen and might approximate the end
condition more closely. Ball and race material selection was based on
experiments conducted In liquid nltrogen and liquid hydrogen (Martin 1959).
The best lubricant found In these early studies for use at cryogenic
temperatures (and It Is still the predominantly used material today) was
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). It was found however that PTFE had poor
strength properties and tended to cold flow even under the IIghtest loads. It
also had poor thermal conductivity which is a problem for hlgh speed bearings,
where heat generation can be detrimental to successful bearing operation.
Thus the need was established to compound It with other materials to give It
more desirable properties. Some of the early formulatlons used were laminated
glass cloth with a PTFE binder, glass-flber-fIlled PTFE, glass-flber-molybdenum
dlsulflde-fllled PTFE, and bronze-filled PTFE (Brewe, ]966). Table 6 lists
some properties of those composites.
The above four composite cages were evaluated In 40-mm ball bearings.
The bearings were operated In 33 K gaseous hydrogen at 20 000 rpm under a
200 ]b thrust load for running times up to ]0 hr. A profile tracing technlque
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was used to study the formation and life histories of the transfer films
provided from the cages to the bearlng's Inner races. Figure 16 shows typical
surface profiles (obtained at various times during the life of the bearing)
from tests uslng the glass cloth-filled PTFE composite cage.
It can be seen after 284 min a fairly good film of lubricant has been
deposlted on the inner race. However, some scratches can be seen In the
profile. These were believed to have been caused by abrasion of the glass
fibers In a cage material. With continued running, the film tended to break
down and the wear of the Inner race surface accelerated. Race wear increased
with tlme and after lO hr the bearing was near failure.
It was belleved that the cause of the film breakdown and large amount of
race wear was caused by the abrasion of the glass flbers which become shredded
from the cage material. A postulated abraslve-wear process Is Illustrated In
Fig. 17. Shown are alternate layers of glass cloth and PTFE. The ball
rotates and wears away the softer PTFE material. After a short tlme the PTFE
Is worn away exposing the glass fibers to the rubbing action of the balls.
Continued rubbing caused the glass fibers to shred and embed Into the
transferred PTFE film. Thls make the fllm an abraslve and soon wears away any
protecting PTFE transfer fllm on the race with resultant hlgh wear of the race.
The other three PTFE composltes provlded good transfer f|lm production
and adequate lubrication for the I0 hr test duration. Although some scratches
were found on the Inner races with the composite that contained MoS2, no severe
wear occurred as was found In the previously mentioned case. The bronze-PTFE
cage provlded very thin transfer and no scratches were observed on the races.
Percent weight loss of the four PTFE composite cages Is plotted as a
function of tlme In Flg. 18. All four cages showed very low weight loss. The
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maximum weight loss was 0.89 percent for one of the bronze cages. Thls wear
was attrlbuted to the fact that it had an eccentric shape and rubbed heavily
on the Inner-race. The maximum weight loss for the rest of the cages was
0.25 percent.
Cunnlngham and Anderson (1965) experimentally evaluated the same PTFE
composite retainer materials under radial loads of 450 to 2700 N (lO0 to
600 Ib) and at speeds of up to 30 000 rpm In 40-mm-bore ball bearings. The DN
values (bearing bore in millimeters times shaft speed In rpm) was up to
1.2 million. Some of the results of that work Is given in Fig. 19, where
retainer wear is plotted as a function of retainer sliding distance for three
of the PTFE composite materials. In these tests, the laminated glass
cloth-PTFE binder exhlblted the best wear resistance. Based upon these
experiments and previous work, thls material was chosen as the SSME bearing
cage material. The material seems to work well In the liquid hydrogen pumps,
but not as well In liquid oxygen (LOX) pumps. Problems have occurred with the
LOX pump bearings In that after a few launches the bearings have experienced
excessive wear and must be replaced. Since It Is desired that the SSME
turbopumps be able to operate for multiple launches between overhauls, better
cage materlals are being sought (Kannel, 1988) (Poole, 1988). One of the
problems encountered is developing a cage material that will provide the
strength of the laminated glass cloth-PTFE binder cage, yet not be abrasive.
The European Space Trlbology Laboratory (ESTL) has been evaluating the
torque produced by various cage materials In vacuum (but not In the cryogenic
media Itself) from 300 K down to 20 K (Gould and Roberts, 1989). They found
that the mean torque and the torque noise of bearings lubricated wlth
composite cages contalning either PTFE or MoS 2 Increases wlth cryogenic
cooling down to 20 K. Bearings fitted wlth lead-contalnlng ball retainer
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cages and lubricated with an Ion-plated lead film showedtorque levels that
remained unaffected on decreaslng temperature.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
The current state-of-the-art of self-lubrlcatlng polymer composites and
polymer transfer film lubrlcatlon has been summarized. The paper discusses
manyof the factors that affect polymer and polymer composite frlction, wear,
and transfer. However, manyof the factors stated in the paper whlch
influence the trlbologlcal properties of these materials have only been
evaluated in alr environments. The results may not be exactly the same In a
vacuum environment. Similarly, accelerated testing machines glve an
Indication of how certain parameters affect friction and wear, but again the
results achieved may be different when the lubricants are Incorporated into
the real end-use device. Certalnly more work needs to be done on these
materlals |n a vacuum environment and In end-use mechanisms to ascertaln their
suitability for space use.
In addition, work needs to be done on new concepts of bearing design
which utilizes the special properties that polymers possess. New bearing and
self-lubrlcatlng composite materials need to be assessed, especially In
relation to transfer film formation and growth. While the transfer film
mechanism for the lubrication of rolllng element bearlngs has been successful
for lightly loaded bearings, It seems reasonable to speculate that thls may
not necessarily be the best way to utilize self-lubrlcatlng polymer materials
for space lubrication. The question arises how do we design a bearing to
optimally utilize these materials? The potential Is there for low friction,
long llfe self-lubrlcatlng polymer composite bearings, the problem Is to
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TABLE I. - PLASTICS AND FILLERS FOR SELF-LUBRICATING
COMPOSITES (Booser, 1984)
Plastics and Fillers Max Useful Temp, °C
Thermoplastics
Polyethylene (hlgh MN and UHMN)
Polycetal (homo- and Co-polymer)













Textlles (polyester, "Nomex", cotton)
Mlca








































TABLE 3. - REACTION EFFIClENCIES OF SELECTED MATERIALS


























0.9 to 1.7xlO -24
heavily attacked
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aTooth contact stress In N/mm 2.




























Tooth flank wear rate,

































TABLE 5. - TORQUE RESULTS FROM BEARING TESTS CONDUCTED IN VACUUM USING METALLIC
CAGES COATED WITH SPUTTERED MOS 2 Or ION-PLATED LEAD AND WITH PTFE-COMPOSITE
CAGES (BRISCOE AND TODD, 1983).
[Bearing lives with MOS2-sputtered film varied from 0.7 to 3xlO 6 revs for































































































TABLE 6. - PROPERTIES OF PTFE FORMULATED COMPOSITE BEARING CAGES EVALUATED
















38 percent glass cloth





80 percent PTFE a


















































BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAP._
FIGURE 2. - HIGH MAGNIFICATION PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF A PIC-I POLY-
IMIDE FILM WEAR TRACK AT 150 °C IN DRY AIR (< 100 PPM H20)
ILLUSTRATING THE SLIDING SURFACE MORPHOLOGY AT A TEMPERATURE







SLIDING DURATION 8GO KC
& } SLIDING DURATION 1450 KC
20 hO 60 80 IO0 120 lqO 160
SLIDING DURATION, KILOCYCLES
FIGURE 3. - COMPARISON OF THE FRICTION PROPERTIES OF A COM-
MERCIALLY AVAILABLE POLYIMIDE SOLID BODY IN VACUUM AND IN
50 PERCENT RELATIVE IIUMIDITYAIR (FUSARO, 1988).
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ORIGINAL PAGE
BLACK AND _HI[E PHOT_OGRAP_H
(a) 100 KC OF SLIDING AT 100 RPM.
(b) 3000 KC OF SLIDING AT 800 RPM.
FIGURE 4. - PHOTOMICROGRAPHS OF TRANSFER TO METALLIC PINS FROM







FIGURE 5. - SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF BALL BEARING FILM TRANS-







FIGURE B. - SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF APPARATUS FOR TRANSFER


















iFILM NO LAYWEAR / .......
I DEBRIS AT ENDS _HEAW DEBRIS
LIGHT FILM OHEAVYFILM




NO LAY WEAR / /DEBRIS SPOTTY
-- _ FILM LAY WEAR
DEBRIS _ O_
HEAVY FILMINO DEBRIS LSLIGHT DEBRIS MEDIUM
LAY WEAR _MEDIUM FILM FILM SLIGHT LAY WEAR
0 ....... I NO ILAY WEARI I I
hO 80 120 160 200 240
MEAN HERTZIAN CONTACT STRESS, Ks[
i I I=_I ] I
.50 .75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75
MEAN HERTZIAN CONTACT STRESS, GPA
FIGURE 7. - RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RACE WEAR TRACK SURFACE
FINISH AND BALL-RACE CONTACT STRESS FOR A RACE LUBRICATED




BLACK AI_D WHITE PHOTOGRAPN
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
(a) SCALING OF TItIN SURFACE LAYERS.
(b) BRITTLE FRACTURE OF TItICK SURFACE LAYEI',S.
FIGURE 8. - PIIOFOMICROGRAPIIS OF SURFACE MORPIIOLOGY ON TIIE WEAR
TRACKS OF POLYIMIDE-BONDED GRAPII[TE FLUORIDE FILMS SUBJECTED .......
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0 2000 qO00 GO00 8000 10 000 12 000
SLIDING DURATION, KC
FIGURE 9. - PHOTOMICROGRAPHS OF TRANSFER FROM A GRAPH-
ITE FIBER REINFORCED POLYIMIDE PIN TO A VITALLIUM
DISK AFTER (a) I KILOMETER, AND (b) 500 KILOMETER OF
SLIDING IN A 50 PERCENT RELATIVE HUMIDITY AIR ATMO-
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,02 .04 .OG .08 .I0 .12
ARITHMETIC MEAN SURFACE ROUGHNESS, M
FIGURE 10. - COMPOSITE PIN WEAR RATE AS A
FUNCTION OF ARITHMETIC MEAN SURFACE ROUGH-












A 301 STAINLESS STEEL
• VITALLIUM (USED SAME WEAR
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SLIDING DISTANCE, KM
FIGURE 11. - FRICTION COEFFICIENT AS A FUNCTION
OF SLIDING DISTANCE FOR GRAPHITE FIBER REIN-
FORCED POLYIMIDE PINS SLIDING AGAINST VARIOUS
COUNTERFACES IN 50 PERCENT RELATIVE HUMIDITY
AIR AT 25 C (FUSARO, 1986).
OP,IC_}'NALPAGE
BLACK At_D .'vVHtlE PIIOTOGRAPH
FIGURE 12. - PHOTOMICROGRAPHS OF TRANSFER FROM A GRAPHITE FIBER
REINFORCED POLYIMIDE TO A RENE 41 DISK COUNTERFACE AFTER I
KILOMETER OF SLIDING IN A 50 PERCENT RELATIVE HUMIDITY AIR





BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH
RIDER BY
(a) PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF METALLIC PIN CONTACT AREA.
(b) PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF UHMWPE DISK WEAR TRACK.
RIDGE PRODUCED ,,-'" _ /
BYPINGROOm--'" L,"
1000 _M
(c) SURFACE PROFILE OF UHMWPE DISK WEAR TRACK.
FIGURE 13. - PHOTOMICROGRAPHS AND A SURFACE PROFILE OF THE
SLIDING CONTACT AREAS ILLUSTRATING THE WEAR CAUSED BY AN












130 °C -190 % 5_ °C 25
MER_L PREHISTORY
10 --
_ 300 °C IN AIR
..... 500 °C IN ARGON
Q
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I I I t I I 1
(a) LOGARIT_IC NCREENT.
-2_ -100 0 1_ 2_ 3_ h_ 5_
(b) FRICTION COEFFICIENT.
FIGURE lb. - COMPARISON OF ME LOGARITH-
MIC _CREENT (A RATIO _ ME ENERGY
DISSIPAED TO ME MAXIMUM ENERGY STORED
DURING ECHANICAL _FOR_TION) AND THE
FRICTION C_FFICIENT AS A FUNCTION
TEMPERATURE IN DRY ARGON FOR A COMMER-
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0 I 10
MILLIONS OF REVOLUTIONS (LOGARITHMIC SCALE)
FIGURE 15. - MEAN TORQUE BANDS FROM REPEATED TESTS OF
SOLID LUBRICATED BALL BEARING PAIRS IN VACUUM
(ROBERTS, 1986)(BEARING TYPE : ED20 : 40N PRELOAD).
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(a) RUN TIRE, 0 MINUTES.
.'.--- ----'_- INITIAL FILM
/ BUILDUP
i
(b) RUN TIME, 151 MINUTES. ,"
/
1 /
(c) RUN TIRE, 2Bh MINUTES.
FFILM BREAKDOWN
(d) RUN TIME, 404 MINUTES.
(e) RUN TIRE, 520 MINUTES.
100 piN.
I
FIGURE 16. - PROGRESSIVE PROFILE TRACES OF INNER-RACE GROOVE OF BEARING A WITH A LAMINATED-GLASS CLOTH
WITH PTFE BINDER CAGE MATERIAL. SHAFT SPEED, 20 000 RPM; THRUST LOAD, 200 POUNDS; COOLANT, HYDROGEN













FIGURE 17. - POSTULATED WEAR PROCESS OF HOW GLASS FIBERS FROM A
LAMINATED GLASS-CLOTH WITH PTFE BINDER RETAINER WEAR THE RACES





Ca) LAMINATED GLASS CLOTH WITH PTFE BINDER.
,










"20 .8 1.6 2.4 3.2 3.GxlO 6
SLIDING DISTANCE, FT
(d) BRONZE-FILLED PTEE.
FIGURE IB. - BEARING CAGE WEIGHT LOSS AS A FUNCTION OF
SLIDING DISTANCE RELATIVE TO THE INNER RACE FOR TESTS
GUN IN GASEOUS HYDROGEN AT 33 K. SHAFT SPEED, 20 000









0 R-G)0 R-7 GLASS FIBER IN TEFLON
_7 R-8 GLASS-CLOTH-TEFLON LAMINATE
R-tO MOLYBDENUM DISULFIDE PLUS
GLASS FIBER IN TEFLON
20 0
f __1
.s 1,0 1.5 2.0 2.5xi06
SLIDING DISTANCE, FT
FIGURE 19. - BEARING CAGE WEIGHT LOSS AS A FUNCTION OF
SLIDING DISTANCE RELATIVE TO THE INNER RACE FOR TESTS
RUN INLIQUID OXYGEN. SHAFT SPEED, UP TO 30 000 RPM,
RADIAL LOADS 450 TO 1350 N (100 TO 300 LB) AND THRUST
LOADS OF 110 N (25 LB) (CUNNINGHAM, 1965).
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